We apply a tomographic method we have recently proposed to the reconstruction of the full entangled quantum state for the cyclotron and spin degrees of freedom o f a trapped electron. Our numerical simulations show that the entangled state is accurately reconstructed. 
Introduction
Entanglem ent [1] is one o f the essential and most puzzling features of quantum mechanics. It is also the basic ingredient and resource of quantum informa tion processing: quantum teleportation [2, 3] , quan tum dense coding [4] , quantum cryptography [5] , and quantum computation [6] are just a few examples of the possibilities offered by sharing quantum en tanglem ent. Recently, for example, it has been made possible to entangle four trapped ions [7] .
The quantum system we want to study here is a sin gle electron trapped in a Penning trap [8] . This system allows the m easurem ent o f fundamental physical con stants with striking accuracy and is reasonably free of decoherence and dissipation [9] . As a consequence, the determ ination (or the reconstruction [10] ) o f the entangled quantum state o f the trapped electron is a decisive issue, especially in the light o f the fact that such a system has been already proposed as a candi date for quantum inform ation processing [11] .
In this paper we propose to reconstruct the full entangled state (com bined cyclotron and spin state) of an electron in a Penning trap by using a modified version o f quantum state tomography. Previous pro posals [12] need the a priori knowledge o f the spin state and therefore are not able to deal with entangled states. O ur method, on the contrary, can measure the full (entangled) pure state o f the two relevant degrees of freedom of the electron. In order to reach this scope, our method takes advantage of the magnetic bottle configuration to perform sim ultaneous measurem ents of the cyclotron excitation and of the 2 com ponent of the spin as a function of the phase of an applied driving electromagnetic field. The com plete structure o f the cyclotron-spin quantum state is then obtained with the help of a tom ographic reconstruction from the measured data.
The present paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the basic physics o f an electron trapped in a Penning trap, while in Sect. 3 we present our reconstruction procedure. In Sects 4 and 5 we con centrate on the m easurem ent of the spin and on the tomographic reconstruction of the cyclotron states, respectively. We finally discuss the results o f our nu merical simulations in Section 6.
The System
Let us consider the motion of an electron trapped by the combination of a hom ogeneous m agnetic field Bo along the positive z axis and an electrostatic quadrupole potential in the xy plane, which is known as a Penning trap [8] . The corresponding Hamiltonian can be written as
where A = (Boy/2, -Bqx/2, 0) is the vector poten tial, c is the speed o f light, d characterizes the di mensions o f the trap, Vo is the electrostatic potential applied to its electrodes, and q the electron charge. The spatial part o f the electronic wave function consists o f three degrees of freedom, but neglecting the slow m agnetron motion (whose characteristic fre quency lies in the kHz region), here we only consider the axial and cyclotron motions, which are two har monic oscillators radiating in the M Hz and GHz re gions, respectively. The spin dynamics results from the interaction between the magnetic m om ent o f the electron and the magnetic field, so that the total quan tum H amiltonian is Htot = hLO z(a\az+\/2)+hiOc(alac+ l/2 )+^~-a z. (2) In this expression we have introduced the lowering operator for the cyclotron motion
where ß = muc/2Ti and toc = qBo/mc is the reso nance frequency associated with the cyclotron oscil lation. For the axial motion we have
where co2 z = qVo/md2. In the last term o f (2), az is the Pauli spin m atrix and cos = (g/2)cuc. The obtained Ham iltonian (2) is then made of three independent terms. Even though the only phys ical observable experim entally detectable is the axial momentum pz, in the following both the cyclotron and spin states will be reconstructed. Considering the eigenstates o f az
T>. = ( J ) . U). = ( ? ).
(5) where the subscript s stands for spin, we can write the most general pure state o f the trapped electron in the form l*)cs -c 1 IV 71)c| t)s + c21^2)c| -l)s, (6) where the subscript c stands for cyclotron, |-0i)c and \ip2)c being two unknown cyclotron states. The complex coefficients c\ and c2, satisfying the nor malization condition |c i|2 + |c2|2 = 1, are also to be determined.
The electronic state (6) is an entangled state be tween the spin and cyclotronic degrees of freedom. Introducing the total density operator Rcs = |^) cs((^|, we can express the corresponding total density matrix Rcs in the basis of the eigenstates (5) o f az in the form
\ C2C*|V»2)c(V»l| |c2|2|V,2>c<-02| / whose elements are operators. Its diagonal elem ents represent the possible cyclotron states, while the offdiagonal ones are the quantum coherences and con tain information about the quantum interference ef fects due to the entanglement betw een the spin and cyclotron degrees of freedom. It is also possible to give a phase-space description of the complete quantum state o f the trapped elec tron by introducing the W igner-function matrix [13] whose elements are given by (8) where i,j = 1,2 and 6ij(a -a) is an operator in the product Hilbert space H = Hcyc <8> W -spin defined as 6ij(a -a) = |* )(j|£ (a -a).
In this expression the operator-valued delta function 6 (a -a) is the Fourier transform o f the displacem ent operator D(a) = e x p (a a t -a* a).
Electron Tomography
The basic idea of our reconstruction procedure is very simple: Adding a particular inhom ogeneous magnetic field -known as the "magnetic bottle" field [8] -to that already present in the trap, it is possible to perform a simultaneous m easurem ent of both the spin and the cyclotronic excitation numbers. Repeated measurements of this type allow us to re cover the probability amplitudes o f the two possible spin states and the cyclotron probability distribution P(nc) in the Fock basis. The reconstruction of the cyclotron density matrices pa = \'ipi)c{'^i\ (i = 1,2) in the Fock basis is then possible by employing a technique similar to the Photon N um ber Tomogra phy (PNT) [12, 14] which exploits a phase-sensitive reference field that displaces in the phase space the particular state one wants to reconstruct [15] .
In close analogy with the procedure described in [8, 14] , the coupling between the different degrees of freedom in (2) is obtained by m odifying the vec tor potential with the addition o f the magnetic bottle field [8] , so that A takes the form
Such a vector potential gives rise to an interaction term in the total Ham iltonian,
where the coupling constant k = qb/mc is directly related to the strength b o f the magnetic bottle field. Equation (11) The operator Qz is the modified axial frequency which can be experim entally measured [8] after the applica tion o f the inhom ogeneous m agnetic bottle field. W hat is actually m easured is an electric current (which is proportional to pz) that gives the axial frequency shift Q2 [8] . One im m ediately sees that the spectrum of ftz is discrete: Since the electron g factor is slightly (but m easurably [8] ) different from 2, Qz assumes a different value for every pair o f eigenvalues of nc and gz .
Spin Measurements
If one can perform a large set o f measurements of fiz in such a way that before each measurement the state \\P) is always prepared in the same way, it is possible to recover the probabilities P ( j ) and P ( |) of the two possible eigenvalues of az, namely |ci| and |c2 1. Recalling (6), we have
. (15) However, this kind of m easurem ent does not allow to retrieve the relative phase 6 between the com plex coefficients c\ and c2 in the superposition (6). We can then add a tim e-dependent m agnetic field bo(t) oscillating in the xy plane perpendicular to the trap axis [8] , i.e.
bo(t) = bo cos(ci>t)x + bo sin(u)t)y.
(16)
The resulting interaction H amiltonian in the interac tion picture is + ay sin(a;<))].
In the above equations, HT O t(t) is the interaction
Hamiltonian in a frame rotating with the driving fre quency u), while lor = gqbo/2mc is the Rabi fre quency.
The evolution of the state (6), subjected to the Hamiltonian (17) in the resonant case to = u;s, yields the state \ni))cs = exp -^H l rot(t)t\ l!?)«
= -^[(Cll^l)c *C2|'02)c)| T)s (20) + (-iCi|^i)c + C2|^2)c)| i)s],
obtained applying the driving field (16) for a time t = tt/2lor. We can now repeat the spin m easure ments ju st as we have described above in the case of the unknown initial state I#'): Soon after b0(t) is switched off, the m agnetic bottle field is applied again and the spin m easurem ent is performed. Repeating this procedure over and over again (with the same un known initial state) for a large num ber of times, it is possible to recover the probabilities P ( f ) and P ( | ) of the two spin eigenvalues for the state |#(£))Cs of (20). W ithout loss o f generality, we can assume c\ G R, c2 = \c2\e16, and c(-0i |-0 2 )c = ret(3, w hich yields It is im portant to note that the probabilities P(T) and P ( | ) can be experim entally sampled and that the m odulus r and the phase ß o f the scalar product {i>i 1^2 ) can be derived from the reconstruction o f the cyclotron density m atrices p\\ and P22, as we shall explain in the next section. Thus we are able to find the relative phase 9 by simply inverting one o f the two Eqs. (21, 22) , e. g.
= arcsin 2P(T ) -1 . 2 r |c i ||c 2| .~ß (23)
The resulting 7r am biguity in the arcsin function on the right hand side o f (23) can be elim inated by choosing a second interaction tim e t' and repeating the procedure above.
The Cyclotron State
Let us consider again the state o f (6): every tim e Qz (and therefore az) is measured, the total wave function is projected onto | T)sK)c or I l)s ln c)c, where |n c)c is a Fock state o f the cyclotron. We then propose a tom ographic reconstruction technique in which the state to be m easured is com bined with a reference field w hose com plex am plitude is externally varied (as it is usually done in optical hom odyne tomography) in order to displace the unknown density operator in the phase space. In particular, we shall sample the cyclotron density m atrix in the Fock basis by varying only the phase o f the reference field, leaving its m odulus lal unaltered [12, 15, 16] .
Following [12] , immediately before the m easure ment of Qz we apply to the trap electrodes a driving field generated by the vector potential
where e is the field amplitude, which gives rise to a Hamiltonian term of the form = -i f t ( e e -" ''a I -c V " ''ac). 
where we have defined the com plex param eter a = et (t being the interaction time) and Hdmc is given by
The right-hand side of (26) is then the desired dis placed density operator, where the displacem ent pa rameter a is a function of both the strength e of the driving field and the interaction tim e t. Thus we can interpret the quantity as the probability of finding the cyclotron state |ipi) with an excitation number n c after the application of the driving field of amplitude e for a tim e t. Fixing a particular value of a and m easuring n c, it is then possible to recover the probability distribution (28) by performing many identical experiments. Expanding the density operator plt in the Fock basis and defining Nc as an appropriate estim ate of the maximum number of cyclotronic excitations (cut-off), we have 
n= 0
where ß = max{/c, n} and i> = min{Ar, n}. sampling of the cyclotron density matrix. We now only have to reconstruct the off-diagonal parts of the total density matrix (7), i.e. p \2 = p \ \ = l^i) (^2 1 -This can easily be done using the recursion relation
Results and Discussion
In this section we show the results of numerical M onte-Carlo sim ulations of the method presented above. In particular, we shall present, as an exam ple o f application o f the above m ethod, the sim ulated to- We m ay now note that, if the distribution P w (n, a) is measured for n G [0, N ] w ith N > Nc, then (33) in which c\, c2, and 6 are real parameters. This state represents for each value o f 5 a system o f iV +1 linear is particularly relevant for quantum information pro equations between the N +1 m easured quantities and cessing. We shall display the results of our sim ulations the Nc + 1 -s unknown density matrix elem ents, in terms of the W igner-function matrix [13] o f (8). In Fig. 1 we show the numerical reconstruction of the W igner function corresponding to the state of (39) with c\ = C 2 = \/ 2 / 2 and 9 = 0. The true (i.e. theoretical) distributions are depicted on the left, and the corresponding reconstructed ones on the right. In spite o f som e differences, the W igner functions appearing in the matrix (8) are well reconstructed.
In this paper we have proposed a technique suitable to reconstruct the (entangled) state of the cyclotron and spin degrees o f freedom of an electron trapped in a Penning trap. It is based on the magnetic bottle configuration, which allows simultaneous m easure ments of the spin component along the 2 axis and of the cyclotron excitation number. The cyclotron state is reconstructed with the use of a tomographic-like method, in which the phase of a reference driving field is varied. The application of the present method to several different states [17, 18] confirms that it is quite stable and accurate.
